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Company: Blue Arrow

Location: Belper

Category: other-general

Blue Arrow is proud to work in support of a leading manufacturing client in Belper DE56. This

company is a worldwide leader in the assembly of water heating systems. We are recruiting

for experienced production operatives with backgrounds in assembly and manufacturing to

join this amazing team in on-going roles. Once you start on-site as a flexible worker, there

are opportunities for upskilling, and training.

Due to the location and shifts, you MUST live locally or be able to drive and have access to

your own vehicle.

We are looking for candidates with full flexibility to cover all 3 of the below shifts on rotation.

-Day shift: Monday to Thursday 06:00 - 14:30, Friday 06:00 - 12:00

-Afternoon shift: Monday to Thursday 14:30 - 23:00, Friday 12:00 - 18:00

-Night shift: Sunday 20:30-06:00, Monday-Thursday 23:00-06:00

This client offers excellent pay rates, and the rates increase with length of service!

* £12.60 on morning shift (up to £15.92)

* £14.36 on afternoon shift (up to £17.68)

* £15.29 on night shift (up to £18.61)

Some amazing benefits!

* Fantastic pay rates (best in the Area)
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* Full training provided and internal growth opportunities

* Great staff facilities -subsidized canteen that serves delicious freshly made food and

Costa Coffee

* Highest standards of Health and Safety

* Up to 33 days of annual leave (after qualifying period)

* On-site Blue Arrow Team and 24/7 out of hours number - We are here to help!

What will you be doing?

* Always meeting health and safety requirements and committing to always working safely

* Working on an assembly line, putting goods together in a factory environment

* Working to targets (timed completion of tasks at your station while still ensuring quality)

* Safe set up and use of machinery, working with hand tools

* Report any issues with machinery or goods on the assembly line

Who we are looking for:

* Someone who thrives in a fast-paced environment and able to work efficiently

* Strong attention to detail

* Reliable and dependable

* Flexible and willing to take on a variety of tasks

* Someone who enjoys working systematically and productively

* Previous assembly and production experience (preferred)

We will also consider transferable skills - construction, trades, mechanic, electrician, working

to targets etc or working with tools in your day to day life (i.e. DIY, fixing your car/bike etc).

During the induction session, there will be a simple assembly skills test to see if you have

dexterity and ability to follow instructions. If successful, full on-site training will allow you

to quickly understand the tasks required of you and the machinery used is intuitive

ESSENTIALS:

- Due to location and shift patterns own transport is a MUST.

- The ability to meet the physical demands of the job - this would encompass manual

handling/picking/moving of boxes, as well as using machinery



WHAT TO DO NEXT:

So, if you want to work in a progressive environment where excellent skills are taken a step

further, the above applies and you think you will be perfect for this role please click APPLY

today, proceed with registration links sent to your email address and we aim to review your

application up to 48 hours (working days)

Blue Arrow is proud to be a Disability Confident Employer and is committed to helping find

great work opportunities for great people.

Apply Now
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